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“Thy word is a lamp unto my feet and a light unto my path”

( P s a l m 11 9 v 1 0 5 )

BATTLE LINES DRAWN IN
TUSSLE OVER PARADES

It’s been a long time brewing, but now at last the baffling change
of attitude towards the policing of public events has brought the
Scottish Government to the negotiating table in a bid to avert the
issue ending up in court.
There was a time, not so long ago, when an Orange Walk was
regarded as “a jolly” for the police. Parades were swamped by
police officers on overtime with little to do other than dawdle
alongside clutching their little bottles of official-issue water. No
expense was spared as even the police helicopter was wheeled
out as an essential accessory, hovering over the rally and drowning
out the speeches. The cost for all this largesse was enormous –
but, of course, it was the Order that always got the blame.
Then along came austerity, shrinking budgets, and the abrupt
discovery by the police that the Order’s own marshals were
perfectly capable of stewarding parades without their expensive
“assistance”. That freed up the police to concentrate on the day
job – dealing with public order and traffic. But then Assistant
Chief Constable Bernard Higgins (currently suspended for
alleged misconduct) came up with another cash-saving wheeze,
announcing that the police would be unable to manage traffic at
future parades. In fact, he said, the police have never had any
statutory authority to handle traffic during parades and that past
cooperation “appears to have been done on goodwill and on an
informal basis”. Mr Higgins claimed legal backing for his view, but
has never revealed it.
His pronouncement was bad news for cash-strapped local
authorities. Parades that have been sharing the road for years
with traffic regulated by the police now required road closures,
signage, traffic cones and crush barriers – commodities that
require a Temporary Traffic Regulation Order (TTRO). Who would
pick up the tab? The Orange Order, of course! And not just us but

every organiser of a public protest rally, armistice commemoration,
village gala procession or Boys Brigade church parade.
TTROs have been around for a few years now, with complete
uncertainty about who should pay. “It’s an issue of democratic
liberties, pure and simple” Bro Edward Hyde, Grand Secretary,
told the Torch. “Being asked to pay in order to exercise the right of
free assembly is a clear contradiction and a breach of the Human
Rights Act. We have sought the opinion of a senior QC on this
matter. The Scottish Government has known for some time that
this nonsense needs to be addressed, but they’ve chosen to bury
their heads in the sand”.
Now, at last, efforts are being made to find a resolution. The
Scottish Government has confirmed it is in discussion with Police
Scotland with a view to setting up a joint working group. Grand
Lodge has indicated it is willing to take part if invited, while
reserving the right to challenge any unacceptable conclusions
in court. Assistant Chief Constable Nelson Telfer concedes that
“Failing to reach consensus may result in legal challenge from
the Orange Order, who have communicated their belief that it is
their human right to parade on historical, religious, cultural and
political grounds.”

SNOW SURRENDER

With the two biggest County Grand Lodges holding
Boyne Celebrations on the same day, there’s been
fierce competition among lodges to engage bands. The
cool looking outfit pictured here might have eased the
pressure, but sadly that prospect soon melted away. The
snowman flute band that raised a laugh on social media
recently was the work of Scott McSeveney, a real live
bandsman with Armadale Blues & Royals Flute Band (and
clearly someone with too much time on his hands!).
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THE ORANGE ORDER
We’re a world class fraternity!

Almost 5,000 miles separates the English Orange Jurisdiction
(featured last month) from the Orange family in West Africa, but it
was the Grand Orange Lodge of England that was to play a crucial
role in nurturing the early development of lodges on Africa’s “gold
coast”.

oversight of the English Grand Lodge, which willingly ceded its
authority in 1976 when the Grand Orange Lodge of West Africa
was established.
Orangeism in West Africa had to overcome many challenges, not
least of which were military governments and dictatorial regimes
that could be relied upon to clamp down on anything perceived
as a threat to their rule. Difficulties were also experienced when
impressively spiritual members whose lodges meet on church
premises came up against pastors suspicious of so-called “secret
societies”.

An Orange gathering in Togo

As Orangeism spread the length and breadth of Britain’s developing
empire, South Africa might have seemed the predictable landfall
on the African continent. Sure enough there were lodges in
Cape Colony and Natal Colony that are known to have thrived
from the early 19th century until the formation of the Republic
of South Africa in 1960. With the introduction of racial apartheid
and South Africa’s withdrawal from the British Commonwealth,
contact was lost with the lodges which are presumed to have long
since withered on the vine.
Meanwhile, Orangeism was adapting to quite different
circumstances further north. The first lodge in West Africa is
thought to have been formed by missionaries in Lagos, Nigeria,
with support from Orangemen serving with British forces stationed
there. Crucially, West African Orangeism quickly “Africanised”,
proving sensitive to tribal customs and avoiding any taint of white
colonialism.

Orange Juniors on church parade in Togo

The Order also had to tread sensitively to avoid upsetting tribal
loyalties, which was one factor in the eventual split of the West
African Grand Lodge in 1985 into two new autonomous bodies –
the Grand Orange Lodge of Ghana and the Grand Orange Lodge of
Togo. A familiar figure at meetings of the Imperial Orange Council,
Bro Emmanuel K Aboki Essien from Togo made history in 1994
when he was appointed the first-ever Imperial President to come
from the great continent of Africa.
When the 46th Triennial Sessions of the Imperial Orange Council
convenes in Edinburgh this July, by far the most fascinating of the
overseas officers and delegates will be those from West Africa.
And in particular the delegation from Togo, a former colony of
France, whose lodges conduct their business in French or in Ewe,
a local tribal language.
Volunteers to interpret, anyone?

Bro Togbi Subo, Grand Master of Ghana and a tribal chieftain,
with a group of Orange Juniors

Soon the Order had spread into neighbouring Ghana and Togo,
with lodges adopting names familiar to Orangemen throughout
the world – names such as Rising Star of Anlo LOL 1020,
Defenders of Lome LOL 867 and Pride of Quittah LOL 891.
Critical to the development of these lodges was the guidance and
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Bro Dennis Tette Tay, Past Grand Master of Ghana

A SPECIAL LITTLE BOY

Meet the Stoddarts from Glasgow. John, a member of William
Park Memorial LOL 262, and Kirsten of Sadie Strachan Memorial
LLOL 113, tied the knot five years ago when they were married in
Govan Old Parish Church. A year later they were gifted with Arran,
the first of two sons. Two weeks late and after a long and difficult
delivery, the Stoddarts discovered that the reluctant arrival was
a very special little boy. Physically perfect in every way, Arran is
autistic.
As any family who have
experienced life “on the
spectrum” knows only
too well, every day is
a fresh challenge and
each positive response
a triumph. John and
Kirsten adjusted their
lives to provide Arran
with the extra support
and stimulus he needs. They also sought help and advice from
the Scottish Centre for Autism at Yorkhill Hospital. Delighted with
their support, the Stoddarts have been glad to give something
back to the centre. At a fundraising evening held in the Neptune
Social Club, Kirsten, who is known the length and breadth of
Scotland for her beautiful singing voice, topped the bill along with
Stephen Dean and Carol Ann Rattray. The capacity audience also
enjoyed foot tapping music from Pride of Argyll Accordion Band
and Livingston True Blues Flute Band.
John and Kirsten are immensely grateful to everyone who took
part, to those who attended (some from quite a distance) and the
many kind lodge members and friends who supported the effort
by buying raffle tickets or making donations. The sum raised was
£1690 – a famous number that is surely a significant victory for the
early intervention programme of the Scottish Centre for Autism.
The money will provide the centre with specialised therapy toys.

OH FOR AN ARLENE TO HALT
THE INSANITY OF GAELIC SIGNS

Hop a train from Bridgeton to Larkhall and you’ll discover from
the ScotRail signage that you’re also travelling from Baile na
Drochaid to Taigh na h-Uiseig. Gaelic is not spoken in either place,
nor has it ever been. But what does that matter? In the relentless
pursuit of nationhood, the Gaelic language (spoken by 1% of the
Scottish population mainly in the highlands and islands) has been
weaponised by nationalists – even to the point of fabricating
Gaelic names for towns that have never had them!
Meanwhile, across the North Channel the determined efforts of
Sinn Fein to emulate Scotland’s bilingual signs have once again
been dismissed by DUP leader Arlene Foster. Efforts to restore
the Province’s Assembly have foundered on Sinn Fein demands
for an Irish Language Act that would foist the language beloved
of die-hard republicans on the English speaking majority of both
communities. There have been fears that such an Act would lead
to the compulsory teaching of Irish in schools and a requirement
for quotas of Irish speakers to be employed in public services.
“What I’m trying to do” said Mrs Foster, “is find an accommodation
that recognises Irish language speakers and their place in society
in Northern Ireland, but also very firmly recognises the rights of
those who don’t want to engage with the Irish language. And
therefore that will help explain why bilingual directional signs, for
example, are a complete non-starter.”
As money continues to be wasted in Scotland erecting pointless
bilingual signs in places where Gaelic is neither spoken nor
understood, who speaks for us?

Benhar
Evangelical
Church
Covenanter Rd, Eastfield,

Supplier of

All Loyal Order Regalia & Accessories
Marching Band Instruments & Bespoke Uniforms

Industry Best Price……
ONLY
Andante Reactor Drum £440.00
Follow our Facebook Page & Visit our
Website for Regular Special Offers……

Contact Bro. & Sir Knt. Greig Stewart

Web: victor-stewart.com / Email: info@victor-stewart.com / Tel: 028 3832 4070

Harthill ML7 5PB

THE GOSPEL
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Sundays at 6.30pm
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Bro Rev Ian S.D. Loughrin

ALL WELCOME

BAND
REQUIRED

by Maryhill
No 46 District LOL
for

Glasgow Boyne
Anniversary,
7th July 2018
Please contact
District Secretary:
jonnymcdon1958131@
gmail.com
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CROMWELL
REWRITING HISTORY IS AN OLD IRISH CUSTOM

The genius of Irish Republicans to
reinterpret history in their favour is
nothing new. Sinn Fein’s determined
attempt to reinvent ‘the troubles’ as
a time of heroic resistance to British
oppression runs in the same grievance
tradition that has blackened the name
of Oliver Cromwell for generations of
Irish – and is just as bogus.
We were reminded recently of the fate
that befell Tom Reilly, an Irish historian
born and bred in Drogheda, who had
the temerity to question the accepted
The assault on Drogheda polemic on Cromwell in Ireland. Years
of thorough research had revealed that most of the accepted
narrative on Cromwell’s 9 month Irish campaign was distinctly
dodgy, shored up by little more than unsubstantiated fables.
Reilly had the courage to publish his research in 1999 (the 350th
anniversary year of the storming of Drogheda) and at the same
time establish a heritage centre at Drogheda. His book, Cromwell:
An Honourable Enemy, provoked outrage. There was a media
storm and public protests at the heritage centre. Fellow Irish
historians ostracised him for daring to question the accepted
national account.
Far from wilting under the barrage of criticism, Reilly returned to
the fray in 2014 with a sequel whose title betrayed his certainty:
Cromwell Was Framed. In this second work he presents his
critical analysis of all the available sources. He lays bare their
questionable origin and shows how the Cromwell narrative
became embellished over time. In the final chapter he declares
that Cromwell’s evil reputation in Ireland is a “cataclysmic
historical miscarriage of justice” and challenges fellow historians
to prove him wrong!

ALL THE WAY FROM ENGLAND
TO WATCH A UNION FLAG BURN
A tiny group of
nationalist nutters
gathered at the
Glencoe Monument
on Sunday 11th
February
to
commemorate the
fateful day in 1692
when
members
of Clan Campbell
“massacred”
38
MacDonalds.
Compared with the
inter-clan feuding that regularly soaked the highlands in blood,
it would hardly rate a footnote in history but for its association
with signing loyalty to the Jacobites’ hated “usurper”, William
of Orange. Cause enough, surely, for any self respecting modern
Jacobite to set fire to a Union Flag in protest. Joining in the fun was
one Alan Stewart, national organiser of the Scottish Republican
Socialist Party. Poor soul, he had to nurse his wrath all the way
from his home in .. err .. Yorkshire.
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CHRISTIAN CHILD ABDUCTIONS IN
PAKISTAN WE NEVER HEAR ABOUT

The recent rape and murder of a 7 year old girl in Kasur, Pakistan,
has roused the country’s notoriously inept police out of their
usual torpor. The fate of Zainab Ansari, a Muslim child abducted
while on her way to the local mosque, led to mass demonstrations
and became the focus of an international social media campaign
demanding justice. Zainab is the tenth local girl to have been
raped and murdered in the past year, which suggests there’s a
serial killer on the loose.
The little girl is just one statistic in a corrupt society with a shocking
history of adult sexual repression and child rape. It’s a scandal
all too familiar to Wilson Choudhry, Chairman of the British
Pakistani Christian Association. Desperately saddened by the fate
of Zainab, he fervently hopes that the killer is found and brought
to justice. But he points out there are many more missing children
in Pakistan who never seem to spark international outrage, mass
protests or social media campaigns.
These are the children of Christian families, young girls who are
presumed to have been abducted and force-converted to make
child brides for Muslim men. “With many mosques in Pakistan
preaching that a special place in heaven is awaiting those who
rape and force non-Muslim girls into Islamic marriage, crimes of
this nature are often ignored by communities” said Mr Choudhry.
“It is exactly this forbearance of hatred and debauchery and the
Islamic sexual repression found in Pakistan that has contributed
to the catastrophic levels of rape in the country. This same
sexually deviant behaviour has been exported to the UK, which
itself has been rocked with similar grooming gangs in operation,
masterminded by Pakistani Muslims.”
Mr Choudhry hopes that Pakistan can face up to its failings, in
particular towards Christian and other minority groups. But in the
meantime, he generously declares “we unite with our Muslim
brothers and sisters, as we always do, in condemning this latest
murder of an innocent child. Zainab deserves justice as does
every victim of rape or murder in Pakistan. May God bring solace
to those who have suffered.”

Contact: Bro Clark Fulston

UNION FLAG DEMOTED
(YET NOBODY KNEW!)

There was more than
a whiff of farce about
new guidelines, effective
January 1st 2018, for the
flying of flags from buildings
of the Scottish Government
and its various agencies.
To nobody’s surprise, the
nasty nats have quietly
Olympia House
demoted the Union Flag
to just one appearance per year (Remembrance Sunday) – so
quietly, in fact, that it has taken EIGHT YEARS for the policy to be
made public.
Despite the opprobrium levelled at Nicola Sturgeon for yet
another blast of childish nationalist malice, it soon emerged
that the policy was changed back in 2010 by her predecessor,
Alex Salmond. The Union Flag was to be replaced with the Lion
Rampant to mark important royal anniversaries. Never one to
bother much with protocol, Salmond breezily claimed he had
agreed the change with the Queen.
And so yet another symbol of Britishness all but disappears
from Scottish skies. All the more reason to be grateful for those
premises which, like Olympia House, continue to proudly fly
the Union Flag in the face of nationalist spite. Sad to report this
still doesn’t include the topmost tower of Edinburgh Castle.
Last September we reported on the broken lanyard mechanism
that felled the Queen’s Colours for two embarrassing years. A
replacement flagstaff appeared in October – only to be blown
down a few weeks later by a gust of wind.
What an embarrassment - get it sorted, Edinburgh!

TIME IS RUNNING
OUT FOR NICOLA

Time is running out for Nicola Sturgeon. Recent opinion polls
have shown support for Scottish independence down to 32% with
the First Minister’s personal approval rating scraping along the
bottom. Scotland’s favourite pollster, Sir John Curtice, estimates
that if disaster were to strike Theresa May any time soon and
precipitate another UK general election, the SNP would lose
another 8 MPs.
Sturgeon finds herself trapped by her own rhetoric. The endless
talk of a second independence referendum plays well with the
‘Yes’ fanatics, but it is increasingly turning voters off. Pollsters
have found just 36% in favour of holding another referendum
at some point in the next five years. The same is true of her
relentless wailing over Brexit. Her complaint that leaving the EU
will do terrible economic damage is also a cogent argument for
staying in the UK – a market that’s four times more important to
the Scottish economy.
Nicola is on the slide and must be worried that her uncertain grip
on power (which, remember, is only thanks to support from the
Greens) will be lost at the next Holyrood election. That’s not until
2021, and it’s a brave man who takes a punt on what the political
mood might be like in three years time. But, if present voting
trends continue, Sir John Curtice foresees a pro-Union majority
unseating the nationalists.

BORDERING ON
THE RIDICULOUS

Leaving the EU has felt like the longest goodbye as EU
bureaucratic foot-dragging has put a brake on trade talks in
the hope that exasperated UK politicians will settle for staying
in the single market and customs union. Michel Barnier and
his team of reluctant negotiators have done a brilliant job at
erecting stumbling blocks to an easy exit from the corrupt EU
club. Chief among them was the supposedly insoluble issue of
the Irish border.
With both the UK and Irish governments committed to not
erecting a hard border, the problem boiled down to EU
opposition to breaching the “integrity of the internal market
and customs union”. When angst over this issue was at its
height, we even had the ludicrous proposition that Northern
Ireland might remain in the customs union with the Irish
Republic, with the UK customs border being redrawn down
the Irish Sea – a political land grab by Dublin that only the
Corbynistas could favour.
Advocates for this lunacy talked up the crucial value of Northern
Irish “exports” to the EU when, in fact, over 77% of all NI trade
is with the rest of the UK and the wider world. Less than 23%
is with the EU (and most of that is with the Irish Republic). Not
content with using trade figures that were distinctly dodgy, the
alarmists have also outrageously used the Northern Ireland
peace process to bolster their arguments.
The Irish border issue has been parked meantime. This has
allowed British remoaners to return regularly to the theme
when other arguments fail. Yet a recent study suggests it’s
a matter that can be easily resolved through the use of best
practice and new technology. These would “reduce or even
eliminate the need to stop or undergo checks” and make the
Irish border “almost friction free”.
The study* was published last year when angst about the
border was at its height. Entitled Smart Border: avoiding a
hard border on the island of Ireland for customs control and
the free movement of persons, it was commissioned by none
other than the European Parliament! Monsieur Barnier should
maybe read it.
* www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/
STUD/2017/596828/IPOL_STU(2017)596828_EN.pdf
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NEW LODGE
INAUGURATED IN WILTSHIRE
FALKIRK 40th ANNIVERSARY

Making the most of their 40th anniversary year, the members of
Daughters of the Reformation LLOL 259, Falkirk, had a beautifully
iced celebration cake to cut and enjoy at their February meeting.
It was also an occasion to honour those who have given long
service and welcome those whose membership journey began
more recently. Long Service Medals were presented to Sis Agnes
Johnston, WM, (50 Years) and Sis Carol Cartwright, Secy, (40
Years) while three young members received the 2nd Degree: Sis
Janet Patterson, Sis Catherine Elliott and Sis Lorraine Lamond.

More on the new lodge mentioned in last month’s feature on
English Orangeism. Not for all Salisbury LOL 54 is the latest
evidence of resurgent Orangeism in the south of England. Taking
part in the inauguration ceremony were Bro Tim Lord, Deputy
Grand Master, Grand Orange Lodge of England, Bro J Stockman,
Metropolitan Provincial Grand Master, Bro W Stacey, Deputy
Grand Lecturer, and Officers of Plymouth District. The principal
officers installed were Bro Wesley McKelvey, Worthy Master, Bro
Billy Watson, Deputy Master, Bro Terry Trugian, Secretary, and Bro
Hugh Thompson, Treasurer.
The lodge’s unusual name recalls the martyrdom at Salisbury of
John Maundrell, John Spicer and William Coberly, burned at the
stake during the reign of Mary Tudor. When offered a pardon if
he would recant his Protestant faith, John Maundrell replied
defiantly: “Not for all Salisbury”. Following his installation, Bro
Wesley McKelvey, WM, reminded the Brethren, “Our name is
a statement. We in LOL 54 are not for sale. Our beliefs and our
religion are not negotiable. We will not trade them even for a
Queen’s pardon, and definitely not for all Salisbury!” The new
lodge will meet in the Wiltshire market town of Devizes.

PIPER HONOURED AT HAMILTON

AIRDRIE HONOURS 50 YEARS SERVICE

There was an unexpected surprise for the man who piped in the
haggis at the annual Burns Supper of Hamilton Covenanters
Memorial RBP 360. The Sir Knights had been delighted when Piper
David Stark was awarded the British Empire Medal in the Queen’s
New Year Honours. To mark his achievement, Sir Kt Robert Cook,
Worshipful Master, presented an inscribed silver salver with the
congratulations and good wishes of the preceptory.
The long and distinguished service of Bro Jim Cullen, PM,
Airdrie Victoria LOL 125, was recognised recently when he was
presented with his 50 Year Service Medal. Bro Cullen is pictured
being congratulated by Bro Henry Dunbar, IPGM, and Bro Robert
Bennett Jnr, Worthy Master.
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PERTH GIFT TO ERSKINE

Disbursing some funds to good causes, the Brethren of St Andrew
True Blues LOL 209, Perth, didn’t forget the fine work done by
Erskine for ex-servicemen, donating £100 to the charity.

A SPECIAL BIRTHDAY AT HUYTON

When the members of Huyton Progressive Star LLOL 119,
Liverpool, threw a party to celebrate the 90th birthday of Sis
Renee Pears, Sis Gillian Rimmer, Grand Mistress, called in to offer
her congratulations. So, too, did Past Grand Mistress Sis Lillian
Hall and Provincial Grand Master Bro Steve Kingston. Sis Pears
was surprised by all the fuss – but it’s not every day that such a
respected and long serving member has a special birthday.

50 YEARS SERVICE
AT GOVAN

Bro George Mills is pictured (right)
receiving his 50 Year Service Medal
from Bro Scott Murray, Worthy Master
of William Park Memorial LOL 262,
Govan. Bro Mills has a fine record of service not only to the lodge
but also to No 42 District and the County Grand Lodge of Glasgow.

DREGHORN THANKS PAST MASTER

Bro Andrew Muir, Immediate Past Master of Dreghorn Parish
Loyal Defenders LOL 218, was thanked for his service to the lodge
at a special function held on 20th January in the Crown Inn. There
to present him with his Past Master Certificate and collarette
was another Past Master of the lodge, none other than Bro Jim
McHarg, Grand Master.

SPORTS FUN AT AIRDRIE

There were no losers at the annual indoor sports evening of
Airdrie No 1 District, for it was a great social occasion and a lot
of fun for everyone who took part. Running out tops in the pool
tournament was the team from Coatdyke LOL 181, while the
Brethren of Calderbank LOL 269 triumphed in the darts. But the
girls had the boys beaten in the dominoes, with Queen Mary LLOL
23 lifting the trophy.

50 YEARS SERVICE
AT BAILLIESTON

Bro Hugh Watson is not only
the Immediate Past Master of
Baillieston True Blues LOL 2,
he has also given over 50 years
service to the lodge and the
Loyal Orange Institution. The
milestone was marked recently
by the Brethren, with Bro Sandy Gray, Worthy Master, presenting
him with his 50 Year Service Medal.

FAMILY CELEBRATION AT COATBRIDGE

It was a family celebration
recently at Sir James
Craig’s Chosen Few LLOL
73, Coatbridge, when Sis
Carol Gaffney received her
20 Year Service Medal. The
presentation was witnessed
by proud mum, Sis June
Mooney.

LADIES LODGE “DOES A FLITTIN”

After several years as
the welcome tenants
of Springburn Orange
Halls, Daughters of
Scotia LLOL 119 have
moved house into
their own District
Orange Halls in
Sunnylaw
Street.
There to welcome them at their first meeting was Bro David
Barclay, District Master of Cowcaddens No 11 District. Among the
many visitors were Sis Jean Logan, Grand Mistress, and Sis Beatrice
Ritchie, the longest serving member of the District. A celebration
cake was cut by Sis Margaret Galloway, Worthy Mistress. The
lodge meets on the 2nd Tuesday of each month at 7.30pm.

PRESENTATIONS AT BELLSHILL

At a social occasion held in
the Imperial Function Suite,
Bellshill, the Brethren of
Archibald McKane Memorial
LOL 51 honoured the long
and faithful service of Bro Jim
McClenaghan (50 Years) and
Bro Alex Douglas (40 Years)
as well as presenting Bro Ian
Walker PM with his Past Master collarette and jewel. Pictured
above is Bro Alex Douglas (right) receiving his medal from Bro Ian
Wilson, District Master. Pictured below are (left to right) Bro Jim
McClenaghan, Bro Ian Wilson, RWDM, Bro Robert Crone, WM,
Bro Ian Walker, IPM, Bro Andrew Brown, Bro Stewart Wilson and
Bro William Henery.
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HOW’S IT GOING, CHUCKY?

Mary Lou McDonald, the woman who inherited the poisoned
chalice from Gerry Adams, has a name that sounds more Southern
Baptist than Irish Republican - until she opens her mouth, that is,
when any confusion is quickly dispelled.
Unionists listened with more than a little interest to her
acceptance speech as Sinn Fein leader, hoping the Dubliner might
strike a conciliatory tone and distance her party from its violent
past. There were certainly honeyed words about showing respect
for everyone’s traditions and beliefs. But then her first stab at
political diplomacy was spoilt with a clenched fist salute and a yell
of “Up the Republic, up the rebels, agus tiocfaidh ar la!”
In that moment every Unionist could picture her in black beret
and dark glasses - just another doctrinaire republican, proud to
be associated with the Provos.

WHERE HAVE THE
EASTER EGGS GONE?

No sooner was the Christmas tinsel packed away than a row over
chocolate Easter Eggs began to simmer. The big manufacturers
have been accused of dropping Easter from their packaging in
response to complaints from Muslims. Now Halal eggs have begun
to appear (apparently only a special type of gelatine in chocolate
is acceptable in Islam).
Social media has lit up with outrage over what is being touted as
the latest Muslim assault on Christian values. The problem for the
complainers is that nobody seems quite sure when or why Easter
began to drop off the cartons. It’s likely that it quietly began to
disappear years ago and it’s only now that people have begun to
notice. Thankfully there’s an easy solution to the chocolate egg
rumpus – leave the offending product on the shelves and buy the
Real Easter Egg instead.

GRAND MASTER’S DINNER
Real Easter Eggs are standard size confectionery packed in bright
boxes. They’re manufactured by The Meaningful Chocolate Co for
Fairtrade and come complete with a colourful activity booklet for
children that explains the significance of Easter. Churches with
Fairtrade stalls stock these, as do Tesco, Asda and Morrisons. You
can also order them online from www.traidcraftshop.co.uk and
get discount on bulk purchases.

Cheque presentation at last year’s Grand Master’s Dinner

Friday 9th March 2018
The Hilton Doubletree Hotel,
Glasgow
Speakers: James “Buller” Reid,
Jimmy Stirling and Derek Parlane
Tickets £50
In aid of the
Grand Master’s Special Projects Fund
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Better still, why not forget all about chocolate and bring back the
old tradition of hard boiled eggs that the kids can paint and roll
on Easter Sunday? After all, it’s rolling the egg that’s supposed to
imitate the angel rolling away the stone from Christ’s tomb.

Tribute

Bro Iain McMillan
The Brethren of McKinlay Memorial LOL 354, Govan, were
saddened to learn of the sudden passing of Bro Iain McMillan
on 4th January. Born in Tighnabruaich on the Kyles of Bute,
Iain lived in Dunoon but travelled to his lodge meeting every
month, sometimes even staying over in a hotel. Several lodge
members attended his funeral in West Cowal Parish Church
where he had been a regular worshipper. A short committal
service by the Brethren at the graveside in Millhouse Cemetery,
Tighnabruiach, was greatly appreciated by his family and
friends.

WHAT A RIP OFF!
IS IT TIME THIS TERM WAS DECEASED?

An article first published in our Irish sister paper, The Orange
Standard, went on to become the “talk of the steamie” here in
Scotland. As reported in newspapers and discussed on social
media, members of the Order have been fretting over the
increasingly routine use of RIP by Protestants when recording a
death.
RIP has long been used by Roman Catholics as a shorthand
for “Requiescant In Pace” or “Rest In Peace”. Until recently,
Protestants would have shunned the term as effectively offering
a prayer for the dead, a superstitious practice rejected by Luther
and the Reformers. The original article in the Standard admits that
the term is “probably being used in all innocence and sincerity”,
but calls it “a further illustration of spiritual confusion within
Protestant circles”.

THE “LIBERAL ELITE”
AREN’T VERY LIBERAL

TIM FARRON DEFENDS HIS CHRISTIAN FAITH

So what’s the truth of the matter? Are careless Protestants
inadvertently using a Popish term? Yes they are, says the Catholic
Herald. “RIP stands for requiescat (or requiescant) in pace” they
helpfully inform us. “In full it means ‘May he or she rest in peace’
and is indeed a shorthand prayer for the dead.
This runs entirely counter to the Protestant view that we each
have a personal responsibility to come to a saving relationship
with the Lord Jesus Christ during our lifetime. When death comes,
the opportunity has gone and the matter is closed. The Bible has
nothing at all to say about Rome’s fanciful notion of an after-death
halfway house called “Purgatory”, where souls can be helped into
heaven by praying for the dead and paying for masses to be said.
RIP has also become more commonplace as society has grown
more secular and less informed on spiritual matters. Most people
probably use it unthinkingly as a respectful talisman with no
real thought to its original meaning. The Catholic Herald recalls
criticism of the first Sunday service at Crathie Kirk in the presence
of the Queen following the death of Princess Diana. Ignorant
media reporters were shocked there had been no prayers said
for the dead princess when, of course, the Church of Scotland,
in common with all Reformed Churches, rejects the practice as
pointless superstition.
As the original article in the Orange Standard puts it, “There is
no Biblical warrant for praying for the dead or for wishing that
their soul might ‘Rest In Peace’. The redeemed do not need our
prayers and the lost cannot benefit from them once they have
passed from us. We would be better to pray more for them while
they are alive.”
The Catholic Herald accepts that most people use RIP these days
without any thought to its meaning, so that the Orange Order’s
“use of the term superstition is not wildly inaccurate. Superstition
is a term derived from the Latin word for that which is left over. RIP
is a Catholic term that has been divorced for most people from its
living roots. They use it because they wish to say something, and
it is a term that easily comes to hand; but it does not indicate any
faith in the afterlife or belief in Purgatory, nor is it usually in any
sense a prayer made on behalf of the deceased. Widespread use
of the term is a sign, perhaps, of the decline of religious literacy
and practice, something that should concern all of us, Catholic as
well as Protestant.”

The former leader of the LibDems, who resigned rather than
have his Christian beliefs compromised, was keynote speaker
at November’s Annual Theos Lecture of the Law Society. Tim
Farron took aim at today’s haughty, intolerant ‘liberal elite’
whose conduct and values he considers to be totally at odds
with the true spirit of liberalism.
“Even members of the Conservative and Labour parties call
themselves ‘liberals’ today. Let’s be honest, you can’t work
in the media these days without being ‘a liberal’” he said.
“Liberalism has apparently won, yet its triumph is hollow, just
as Christianity’s apparent triumph was hollow when it became
the state religion of the Roman empire.”
It was evangelical Christians, once persecuted by society, who
built a liberal movement in order to champion much wider
liberty, he said. “What is at the heart of a liberal society? It is
to uphold that we have a right to offend and a duty to tolerate
offence. In discarding Christianity, we kick away the foundations
of liberalism and democracy, and so we cannot be surprised
when what we call liberalism stops being liberal.
“So many who declare themselves to be liberals really aren’t.
Five minutes on social media will give you a window into a
society that condemns and judges, that leaps to take offence
and pounces to cause it. Five minutes eavesdropping in cafes or
glancing at people’s Facebook updates will show you a society
hooked on self-worth and pride.”
Raised in a non-Christian family, Farron became convinced by
the claims of Christ as a young adult. “We can’t pretend that
Christianity is just a nice philosophy” he told his audience.
“It’s either horribly wrong or life-changingly right. Its claims
to ultimate truth are insistent and deliberate. Those New
Testament documents are written so soon after the events, by
so many eye witnesses, and with astonishingly early copies of
those original eye witness accounts that testify to their validity
and reliability. And if it’s true I had to make a choice – accept or
reject. By the grace of God I accepted.”
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JAMES STIRLING

Sobering speech and
a sobering wife

‘Who hath woe? who hath sorrow? who hath contentions? who
hath babbling? who hath wounds without cause? who hath
redness of eyes? They that tarry long at the wine; they that go
to seek mixed wine.’ (Proverbs 23:29-30)
Abuse of alcohol is a problem that has been with us for a very
long time. The first mention of this problem in the Bible tells
the story of Noah’s fall into a drunken state and the subsequent
breakup of his home. How many families have been broken since
then as a direct result of alcohol abuse? The founding fathers of
the Loyal Orange Institution were right to identify temperance as
a qualification of a true Orangeman. Indeed, temperance is the
qualification of a true Christian. As the Bible tells us …,
‘…the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering,
gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, temperance…’ (Galatians
5:22-23)
The Bible takes a central place in the opening and closing
ceremony of a lodge meeting, not the bottle. Therefore, the focus
of an Orange lodge that is true to the principles of Orangeism
should never be placed on alcohol. Instead, it should be placed
on the Protestant faith, on Biblical Christianity, on practicing and
advancing the religion that each of our members professed on
entering the Order. For this reason, Orange ministers, past and
present, emphasised the importance of personal and saving faith
in Jesus Christ. In Him, the alcohol-focused man or woman will
find the help needed to be a Christian and to break from booze.
Lachlan Mackay was one of the first activists in the Temperance
movement and served as the director of the Scottish Temperance
League over many years. Having struck up a friendship with James
Stirling, a former drunkard from Milngavie, he invited him to
Glasgow to address a meeting about temperance. Stirling was an
elderly man who had been enslaved by the habitual drinking of
alcohol prior to his remarkable deliverance from the habit.
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He had never given a temperance lecture to a Glasgow audience,
but accepted the invitation after some persuasion from his friend.
The meeting was held at Sproul’s Court, Trongate. It attracted a
large crowd, some in support of the Total Abstinence Society, and
others in opposition to it. Given that this was the first time that
James Stirling had addressed one of its regular meetings, and that
it was uncommon for the society to have a visiting speaker, and
that Mackay had spoken warmly of Stirling in his introductory
remarks, there was a hush in the building as the old man rose to
speak. Referring to the impact that Stirling had on the people who
gathered that night, by his words and by his manner, Mackay said,
“There was dead silence, but the first few sentences at once
rivetted the attention of the meeting. It was evidently felt by all
that no ordinary speaker stood before them, and as he warmed
with his subject, which was the “Three Crafts: Witchcraft, Priest
Craft, and Still Craft,” the three crafts that for ages had ruled the
world – dwelling more particularly on the last one, alternately he
had the people weeping and roaring with laughter. His description
of a drunkard’s house was inimitable – its wretchedness and
misery, from its being devoid of all furniture and comfort, and
the sufferings entailed on the helpless wife and children, were
depicted in such language and with such feeling as to draw tears
from almost every eye; but the grotesque description of the
drunkard’s bed and bedding, of his getting out of it in the morning,
of his legs and arms peeping through the holes in the only blanket,
and of his exertions to free himself, like a fly running off with a
spider’s web on his back, was given in such a graphic manner that
I have never heard it equalled except by Gough.”
The Bible speaks of the impact and influence of a Christian woman
in the book of Proverbs. In the final chapter of that most helpful
book of God-inspired wisdom, it says,
‘…a woman that feareth the LORD, she shall be praised.’
(Proverbs 31:30)
James Stirling’s wife was such a woman, and for this reason, she
deserved the fine the fine tribute that her husband’s friend paid
to her life and witness. Mackay said,
“Mrs Stirling I knew very well, and she may well be classed among
the temperance heroines, for a more excellent and godly woman
I have never met. She was a helpmate indeed, and it is possible
that, but for her exertions and earnest prayers, the temperance
cause might never have been blessed with the powerful advocacy
of James Stirling. In the days of his folly, he occasionally neglected
his business, which was a good one for the district, as he had often
six to eight men in his employment; it would, I have no doubt, gone
completely to wreck but for the unremitting care and attention
bestowed upon it by his self-sacrificing wife. When, in after years,
it was proposed that James should give up his business, and devote
himself entirely to lecturing on the temperance cause throughout
the country in connection with the Scottish Temperance League,
it was at first a hard struggle for her to consent, to feel that in
her declining years she should be oft times separated from his
presence and company, but she yielded at last, saying,
“What a blessing total abstinence has been to him and myself!
Go, James; I would have liked to have had more of your company,
but as we have been blessed by the temperance cause, God may
make you the instrument of like blessings to others.”
Courage, brother, do not stumble,
Though thy path be dark as night;
There’s a star to guide the humble:
Trust in God and do the right.

KIRKINTILLOCH
SCOTLAND’S STORMY CHURCH HISTORY IN ONE TOWN

by Bro Rev Jason Lingiah
Church in 1837. At the Disruption in 1843, most of this congregation
left to form St David’s Free Church on Alexandra Street. Though
a fine building, a new church was built in 1924 due to an Alloa
women wishing to pay for the construction of a church and hall in
memory of her parents. Needless to say, in those days there was
no opposition to accepting the offer, nor to demolishing a Victorian
building! St David’s Memorial and Park Church united in 1991 and
the Park Church became halls. St David’s (Ledgate) and St Andrew’s
healed their divisions and were united in 1967, becoming the
congregation of St Columba’s in an expanding part of the town, just
a stone’s thrown from the mediaeval church of St Ninian’s.

With the Provincial Grand Black Chapter parading in Kirkintilloch
last year, much has been said about the Orange, Black and
Covenanting history of the area. Having lived in the district,
and being passionate about church history, I felt the need to
pen something about the heritage of a town that encapsulates
Scotland’s legacy of church disputes, fall outs and reunions.
Kirkintilloch, along with Cumbernauld, formed the Parish of
Lenzie. The first parish church of Lenzie was situated at the Old
Aisle Cemetery and was known as St Ninians. Today the name is
preserved in the name of the town’s Roman Catholic Church. The
original parish church was under the jurisdiction of the Abbey of
Cambuskenneth from 1195. The whole of the Barony and parish of
Lenzie was granted to William Comyn in 1211 by William the Lion
and Comyn became Baron of Lenzie and Lord of Cumbernauld.
The site of the parish church was never ideal, being situated so far
out of town and even further from Cumbernauld. But this was not
addressed until after the Reformation, when a new church was
erected in Kirkintilloch’s Cowgate in 1644. This relatively small
building was in use as late as 1914 when St Mary’s Parish Church
superseded it. It was then used for children and young people’s
activities connected with the church. Subsequently it fell into
disrepair and, in 1961 it became the Auld Kirk Museum. St Mary’s
also had a new suite of halls built in 1962 behind the 1914 church
on the site of the manse.
The new church of 1644 was still too small for the parish and a good
distance away from Cumbernauld so, in 1649, a church was built in
Cumbernauld by decree of the Commissioners of the Plantation of
Kirks. Thereafter the parish was divided into two - Wester Lenzie
centred at Kirkintilloch and Easter Lenzie in Cumbernauld.
Kirkintilloch was a place of strong religious fervour. In 1735 a
group of worshippers left the Parish Church and worshipped as
far as Stirling due to a disagreement over the choice of minister
at St Mary’s. In 1768 they formed the Kirkintilloch Burgher
Congregation, later to become an Associate Congregation. They
erected a church near the current Smith’s Hotel on what was
known as the Back Causeway and acquired land for a graveyard
on what is now the Kirkintilloch bypass. This church had a popular
minister known as the Rev Andrew Marshall, and the church was
later renamed Marshall Free Church in his memory. Park Church
was formed from the Marshall Church in 1855 due to another
disagreement and they worshipped in the Conservative Hall
before becoming a church on Regent Street under the umbrella
of the United Presbyterian Church of Scotland.
Overcrowding at St Mary’s led to the building of St David’s (Ledgate)

The South Church was established in
1799 as a body who were concerned
over “patronage” (the landowner
choosing the minister without
consulting the congregation). They
worshipped near the Cross and other
sites before erecting Kirkintilloch
Original Secession Church in
Townhead. In 1902 the congregation
joined the United Free Church of
Scotland. In 1929, like most United
Free Churches, they entered the
Church of Scotland before eventually
being terminated by dissolution in
1952. The building was gifted to the
Baptist Church, who in recent times have demolished the 1893
building and extensions to provide a larger building.
Baptists first met in Kirkintilloch in 1887 in the Conservative Hall,
like the Park Church congregation, and erected a Hall in Regent
Street the following year. This is now a Gospel Hall. Hillhead Parish
Church was a Church Extension Charge of 1951 and thrived to
become a Parish Church in its own right in 1959 and had a church
added to the existing 1950’s halls in 1965.
More could be said about these churches, and indeed a few other
independent churches in the town, of which I am aware of three.
However, what is clear is that in the town of Kirkintilloch there
were people ready to stand for the truth of the Gospel, often at
high personal cost. In 1670 the Earl of Linlithgow ordered the arrest
of two ministers who preached at conventicles in and around the
town. In the same year Robert
Burns, a Glasgow merchant,
was fined 200 Pounds Scots
for attending conventicles and
refusing to promise that he
would abstain from doing so!
Martin Luther’s famous quote
‘I cannot and will not recant
anything, for to go against
conscience is neither right nor
safe. Here I stand, I can do no
other, so help me God’ seems to
have been the watchwords for
faithful Christians in Kirkintilloch
many years ago. Pray that it
would be the same now.
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HERE’S TO THE GORDONS
The lads so staunch and true

The Brethren of Aberdeen Bon Accord LOL 701 and their wives gathered recently in the sumptuous surroundings of the Sir Jack
Hayward Room at the Gordon Highlanders Museum for their annual lodge dinner. A memorable evening was chaired by the Worthy
Master, Bro William Henry.

CAN’T WAIT
TO SEE YOU!

TRANSPORT POLICE MERGER
A “POLITICAL DECISION”

Our minority nationalist government at Holyrood, aided and
abetted by the useless Greens, has signalled it intends to push
ahead with the harebrained plan to absorb the British Transport
Police into crisis-ridden Police Scotland. This pointless, uncosted
plan has nothing to do with improving policing on Scotland’s rail
network and everything to do with obliterating another hated
“British” designation north of the nonexistent border.

“It taks a lang spoon tae sup wi’ a Fifer” goes the old Scots saying,
inferring that Fifers are dour and inhospitable. Clearly it doesn’t
apply to the Officers and Brethren of Fifeshire Purple Heroes LOL
207 who look like a friendly bunch of guys. And they’ve every reason
to smile. Not only is the lodge flourishing, but they’re also looking
forward to 30th June when they’ll have the honour of welcoming
the East of Scotland Boyne Celebrations to Cowdenbeath.

The Sturgeon cabal is pressing ahead in the teeth of opposition
from the rail industry, staff associations and trade unions, and
ignoring warnings from the Scottish Police Authority that there
could be “significant financial implications” to the merger. Now
a leaked watchdog report has labelled the move an entirely
political decision that is being rammed through entirely without
regard to the possible impact upon railway policing. The Scottish
government is also accused of having failed to establish any
benefit to fracturing the single command structure for railway
policing that currently exists throughout the British mainland.
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Liam McArthur MSP, for the LibDems accused the government
of having a “gung-ho commitment to dismantling the British
Transport Police in Scotland”. He said they had “failed to consider
all the options, ignored practical insight and didn’t show any care
for the impact on railway policing elsewhere in the UK.”
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